Ecosystem service benefits of contrasting conservation strategies in a human-dominated region
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The hope among policy-makers and scientists alike is that conservation strategies designed to protect biodiversity also provide direct benefits to people by protecting other vital ecosystem services. The few studies that have examined the delivery of ecosystem services by existing conservation efforts have concentrated on large, ‘wilderness’-style biodiversity reserves. However, such reserves are not realistic options for densely populated regions. Here, we provide the first analyses that compare representation of biodiversity and three other ecosystem services across several contrasting conservation strategies in a human-dominated landscape (England). We show that small protected areas and protected landscapes (restrictive zoning) deliver high carbon storage and biodiversity, while existing incentive payment (agri-environment) schemes target areas that offer little advantage over other parts of England in terms of biodiversity, carbon storage and agricultural production. A fourth ecosystem service—recreation—is under-represented by all three strategies. Our findings are encouraging as they illustrate that restrictive zoning can play a major role in protecting natural capital assets in densely populated regions. However, trade-offs exist even among the four ecosystem services we considered, suggesting that a portfolio of conservation and sustainability investments will be needed to deliver both biodiversity and the other ecosystem services demanded by society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Both biodiversity and other ecosystem services—the benefits that humans derive from ecosystems—are increasingly threatened by human activities (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). The hope among conservation biologists and policy-makers alike is that existing and future conservation strategies can deliver not only biodiversity, but also other ecosystem services (Janzen 1998; Balvanera et al. 2001; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Daily & Matson 2008; Goldman et al. 2008). However, there is limited evidence that biodiversity priorities covary with other ecosystem services (Chan et al. 2006; Naidoo et al. 2008), and only a few case studies have shown that areas set aside to conserve biodiversity also provide additional ecosystem services (e.g. Ricketts et al. 2004; Russ et al. 2004). A more comprehensive understanding of how effective existing biodiversity conservation strategies are in providing both biodiversity and other ecosystem services thus remains one of the ecological issues currently most relevant to policy-makers (Odling-Smee 2005; Sutherland et al. 2006).

Particularly little is known about the performance of conservation strategies other than large, North American-style ‘wilderness’ areas (IUCN category I and II protected areas; IUCN 1994) in delivering ecosystem services other than biodiversity. While such areas are ideal for protecting ecosystem services with global benefits such as carbon sequestration, the primary benefits for many services only apply at much smaller spatial scales (Hein et al. 2006). This is problematic as most of the world’s population does not live in or near large wilderness reserves (e.g. Scott et al. 2001; Loucks et al. 2008), and consequently will receive only some benefits from many of the ecosystem services delivered by such areas. Indeed, an increasing number of regions are so densely populated that they entirely lack extensive wilderness areas, including parts of the eastern seaboard of the USA, southeast Asia, western Europe, the Atlantic forests of Brazil and large parts of India (Kareiva et al. 2007). The need to protect ecosystem services within human-dominated landscapes has been recognized by practitioners; a recent survey showed that conservation
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projects that focus on ecosystem service provision in addition to biodiversity protection are more likely to be found in agricultural landscapes than those that focus on biodiversity conservation alone (Goldman et al. 2008). Several studies have now examined the distribution and covariance of biodiversity and other ecosystem services in human-dominated landscapes (Chan et al. 2006; Egho et al. 2009), with Chan et al. also comparing the performance of multiple hypothetical conservation networks in delivering multiple ecosystem services in California. However, no spatial analyses of ecosystem service delivery by existing conservation strategies within such human-dominated landscapes exist.

Two major strategies to conserve biodiversity within human-dominated landscapes are restrictive zoning and incentive payments to private landowners. The former involves using planning legislation to restrict human development (Beatley 2000), while the latter provides payments to rural landholders in return for management actions designed to increase biodiversity (e.g. agri-environment or set-aside schemes). Investments in these strategies are substantial; for example, the European Union spends approximately €3.7 billion yr\(^{-1}\) on various agri-environment schemes (Kleijn et al. 2006), and the USA spent $1.8 billion in 2007 on the equivalent Conservation Reserve Program (United States Department of Agriculture 2008). However, analyses of whether these types of conservation strategy deliver ecosystem services other than biodiversity remain wanting, despite increasing awareness that effective management of ecosystem services must incorporate a wide range of policy instruments including incentive-based approaches (Daily & Matson 2008; Jack et al. 2008).

Here, we compare the delivery of biodiversity and three other ecosystem services (carbon storage, agricultural production and rural recreation) by three conservation strategies (protected areas, restrictive zoning and incentive payments to landowners) in England. England has a high population density, with 393 people km\(^{-2}\) (National Statistics 2005); the average population density worldwide is 45 people km\(^{-2}\) (Central Intelligence Agency 2008). England also has no wilderness regions (sensu Sanderson et al. 2002). It is thus a good example of the type of ‘domesticated nature’ (Kareiva et al. 2007) that will increasingly describe locations where much of the world’s population lives. In addition, England represents a good test of the effectiveness of different types of conservation strategies in delivering ecosystem services because protected areas, restrictive zoning and incentive payment schemes are all well developed, covering over 35 per cent of the total terrestrial area (130 439 km\(^2\)) (figure 1). Finally, relatively high quality and resolution data on biodiversity and ecosystem services are available for England (figure 2).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Our overall approach to assess the performance of conservation strategies in delivering ecosystem services was to calculate whether the amount of a given ecosystem service that was present in a given strategy was more or less than would be expected for the area of the strategy.

(a) Conservation strategies
We considered all areas with statutory protection designated primarily for biodiversity conservation to be Protected Areas. These included Local Nature Reserves, National Nature Reserves, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas, Sites of Special Scientific Interest and Ramsar sites (Jackson & Gaston 2008a); we only include those that fall within the land area of England here, excluding estuaries and offshore islands. These Protected Areas form the backbone of biodiversity conservation in England, and cover 6.3 per cent of the land area. They are generally small (93% cover 100 ha or less), and over half are on private land (Jackson & Gaston 2008a). None of these Protected Areas exclude human uses altogether; indeed many are heavily managed through specific agricultural or forestry practices to conserve a particular habitat of conservation concern (Marren 1994). England also contains two types of Protected Landscapes—National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty—which cover 8.0 and 15.3 per cent of the country, respectively (excluding the offshore Isles of Scilly). These Protected Landscapes are primarily managed through restrictive zoning, with the goal of conserving ‘natural beauty’ and providing outdoor recreation while still supporting rural industries (Natural England 2008). England, like much of western Europe, also has an extensive programme of incentive payments to landowners to promote wildlife-friendly farming (Agri-environment Schemes). The largest of these schemes—the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS)—covers 15.9 per cent of England. The area covered by Agri-environment Schemes in England changes from year to year; we used the most current data available. For the CSS agreements this was 11 June 2007.

The GIS boundary layers for Protected Landscapes and Agri-environment Schemes were obtained from www.magic.gov.uk in July 2008, while those for the Protected Areas were obtained from various sources (see Jackson & Gaston 2008a for details). Spatial overlaps of these three strategies are typically quite low, and while a substantial proportion
of land covered by Protected Areas lies also within Protected Landscapes, the converse is not true (table 1).

(b) Ecosystem services
Mapping the distribution of most ecosystem services is difficult due to a lack of data (Naidoo et al. 2008). Consequently, the majority of existing studies mapping the distribution of ecosystem services either estimate ecosystem services from proxies (e.g. Chan et al. 2006 for recreation; Turner et al. 2007 for all services globally), or use coarse-resolution datasets (e.g. Naidoo & Iwamura 2007 for agricultural production; Egoh et al. 2008 for carbon storage). However, such data are unsuitable for assessing the performance of conservation strategies in England, given the fine scale and degree of fragmentation of Protected Areas and Agri-environment Schemes (figure 1). We thus limited our analyses to the four ecosystem services for which we were able to obtain high-resolution data for the whole of England: biodiversity (UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) species), carbon storage (total soil + vegetation), agricultural production (gross margin) and recreation (representative sample of day visits to rural locations for the English population as a whole).

Figure 2. (a) Distribution of biodiversity, (b) carbon storage, (c) recreation and (d) agricultural production in England at the 10 km grid square resolution. The 10 km resolution is used for display purposes only; finer resolution data were used for the analyses ($\S$2).
I Biodiversity

We used the recorded presences of 326 terrestrial BAP (Anon. 1994) (http://www.ukbap.org.uk/, accessed April 2008) species (bryophytes, vascular plants, butterflies, herptiles, birds and mammals) present in England as our measure of biodiversity. We obtained the recorded presences of all BAP bryophytes, vascular plants, butterflies, herptiles and mammals present in England, using data at the 2 x 2 km grid resolution held at the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Biological Records Centre. For birds, we used the British Trust for Ornithology timed visits to tetrads (2 x 2 km grid resolution) from the 1988–1991 Breeding Bird Atlas (Gibbons et al. 1993) to produce modelled probabilities of occurrence for all tetrads within England (Franco et al. 2009). These probabilities were converted to binary presence/absence data so that a ‘Presence’ of a bird species in any square was designated where the likelihood of occurrence was higher than a species-specific cut-off (supplementary methods and table S1 in the electronic supplementary material). We used BAP species as our measure of biodiversity as these ‘species of conservation concern’ arguably require the greatest protection in order to persist.

(ii) Carbon storage

The carbon storage layer is an estimate of combined organic soil and above ground vegetation carbon (in kg C) calculated at the 1 x 1 km grid resolution. We obtained vegetation carbon data at the 1 km grid resolution from the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (Milne & Brown 1997). Soil parameter, land use and soil series data were obtained from the National Soil Resources Institute for the top 1 m of soil (to bedrock or 1 m depth, whichever was less), which enabled us to calculate soil carbon density at the 1 km grid resolution in two steps. First, we calculated the soil organic carbon density values for each of the 977 soil series in Britain based on their per cent soil organic carbon, bulk density and stoniness. Second, we calculated the average soil organic carbon density per 1 x 1 km grid cell based on this soil series and land use data. The latter calculation was done as a weighted average based on the five dominant land uses (Wood, Semi-natural, Grassland, Arable and Garden). Estimates for areas with no specified soil carbon content (e.g. towns, roads or soil series with unknown carbon content) were obtained from the area weighted average of specified carbon densities of land use and soil series combinations within each grid cell. This may lead to a slight overestimation of soil carbon within built-up areas and roads. However, as urban areas already have the lowest carbon levels in England in this layer, this potential bias will have very little effect on the results.

We then calculated the total carbon per 1 x 1 km grid cell by adding the soil organic carbon and vegetation carbon grids together. This grid was then spatially delineated using GIS to include only the land area of England as described earlier.

(iii) Recreation

Our goal was to assess which portions of the countryside were most valuable for recreational use for the English population as a whole. To achieve this, we used a representative survey of leisure trips of the entire English population—the England Leisure Visits Survey 2005 (main survey) (http://www.countryside.gov.uk/Images/ELVS05_tripbased_revised_tcbm2-31285.zip). More specifically, we considered the number of day leisure visits (n = 6279 for all of England) to rural locations (where the main purpose was enjoyment of the landscape), to be representative of the recreation value of the landscape. We considered walking, cycling, swimming, visiting a beach, playing sport, a rural hobby (e.g. fishing), visiting a rural attraction, park or garden, going for a drive in the countryside and relaxing in the countryside, all to constitute enjoyment of the landscape. Day leisure visits are defined as any round trip of less than one day in duration made from home (or a holiday destination in England) for leisure purposes (Natural England 2006).

We also quantified the relationship between recreational use of the countryside and human population density, as the latter has been shown to be a main driver of the former (Hörmsten & Fredman 2000). We used a two-tailed t-test to compare the average population density in the vicinity (17.3 km radius) of visits to Protected Areas, Protected Landscapes and areas included in the CSS with the average population density in the vicinity of visits to the wider countryside. We calculated population density within 17.3 km of the point locations of these visits as this corresponded to the average distance travelled for visits to the countryside (Natural England 2006). We calculated population density by first downloading 2001 national census boundaries at the highest spatial resolution available (output area) from UKBorders and the total resident population of these output areas from CasWeb. We then used these datasets to create a population density surface at the 2 x 2 km grid resolution using the freely available software package SURFACEBUILDER (Martin 2007).

(iv) Agriculture

The agricultural production layer is the summed gross margin of all major crops and livestock. It was calculated by multiplying the area of all major crops (or number of livestock) by the gross margin per unit area or livestock unit (gross margin = value of output – variable costs and subsidy payments). Agricultural census data (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2005) collected at ward/local authority resolution (mean area 1912 ha) were converted into gross margins based on information from the Farm Management Handbook 2007/2008 (Beaton et al. 2007) (supplementary methods and table S2 in the electronic supplementary materials).

(c) Elevation

Protected Areas are known to be biased towards uplands in Britain (Jackson & Gaston 2008a). To quantify this
Table 2. Provision of biodiversity and ecosystem services under three conservation strategies. AONB, ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’; NP, ‘National Park’; CSS, ‘Countryside Stewardship Scheme’. A ratio of >1 indicates that an ecosystem service is over-represented; values <1 indicate under-representation. The percentage of the total amount of biodiversity (summed proportion of ranges) and other ecosystem services in England is given for each conservation strategy. ‘All conservation strategies’ refers to the area covered by either Protected Areas, Protected Landscapes or the CSS Agri-environment Scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Protected Areas</th>
<th>Protected Landscapes</th>
<th>Agri-environment Schemes</th>
<th>all conservation strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of total ratio</td>
<td>% of total ratio</td>
<td>% of total ratio</td>
<td>% of total ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biodiversity</td>
<td>18.8 3.33</td>
<td>14.1 1.71</td>
<td>28.4 1.78</td>
<td>13.7 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbon storage</td>
<td>11.4 1.80</td>
<td>12.9 1.61</td>
<td>16.3 1.06</td>
<td>17.1 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recreation</td>
<td>5.6 0.88</td>
<td>6.0 0.75</td>
<td>13.5 0.88</td>
<td>10.4 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agriculture</td>
<td>2.5 0.40</td>
<td>3.7 0.46</td>
<td>12.9 0.84</td>
<td>16.0 1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

relationship for all conservation strategies, we calculated the mean elevation for Protected Areas, Protected Landscape, Agri-environment Schemes and for England as a whole, using the GTOPO30 digital elevation model (http://edc.usgs.gov/products/elevation/gtopo30/gtopo30.html).

(d) Calculation of representation of ecosystem services

We divided the percentage of each of the measures of ecosystem services contained within a conservation strategy by the percentage land area covered by that strategy to quantify the extent to which ecosystem services are represented by the different conservation strategies. A value greater than one thus indicates that a particular strategy contains a disproportionately large amount of a specific ecosystem service relative to the area that it covers (table 2). For the ecosystem service layers other than biodiversity, we spatially delineated each layer by the exact extent of a conservation strategy. However, we were only able to delineate representation of biodiversity within conservation strategies at the 2 × 2 km grid resolution. This was because our measure of biodiversity was the summed proportion of the ranges of all BAP species, and each species was either ‘present’ or ‘absent’ in a 2 × 2 km grid cell. A strategy was considered as present in a grid cell (for biodiversity) if at least 40 per cent of the cell was covered by that strategy. This threshold resulted in the best match between the actual percentage of England covered by conservation strategies and the percentage estimated based on presence/absence at the 2 × 2 km grid resolution; conclusions are not sensitive to the threshold selected (table S3 in the electronic supplementary material). All GIS analyses were carried out in ArcGIS/ArcINFO 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA).

(e) Calculation of distribution of land cover types within conservation strategies

The distribution of ecosystem services in an area will largely depend on the locations and amount of the land cover types within the area. To assess this, we calculated for the conservation strategy and also for the wider countryside (i.e. places not covered by any conservation strategy) the percentage areas covered by deciduous forest, coniferous forest, pasture/grassland, crop land, heather moorland, wetland and urbanization/roads. We used the Land Cover Map 2000 (25 × 25 m resolution) (Fuller et al. 2002) as the basis for this analysis (tables S4 and S5 in the electronic supplementary material).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Protected Areas are well placed to protect species of conservation concern, capturing 3.3 times as much biodiversity as would be expected for their area (table 2). This relationship holds across all species groups considered (table S6 in the electronic supplementary material). The species in the smallest quartile of range sizes are more than twice as well represented as those in the largest range size quartile (4.3 versus 1.9 times the level of representation one would have expected based on area alone). Carbon storage is also well represented (1.8 times expected representation), reflecting the over-representation of the carbon-rich soils in heather moorland and wetland in Protected Areas (23 and 9% of Protected Areas land versus 3 and 1% of England as a whole, respectively; table S5 in the electronic supplementary material). Low coverage of cropland (6% of Protected Areas land, compared with 36% of England as a whole; table S5 in the electronic supplementary material) means that agricultural production is under-represented in Protected Areas (0.40); this is also the case for recreation (0.88) (table 2). Thus, Protected Areas contribute substantially to their primary goal of biodiversity conservation, and coincidentally to carbon storage. But these areas provide little protection for the other two ecosystem services considered here.

Protected Landscapes are intended as multi-use landscapes (Natural England 2008), and partially achieve this (table 2). Representation of biodiversity is nearly twice what is expected given the area, but still only about half as high as in Protected Areas. Carbon storage is nearly as well represented in National Parks (1.61 times expected representation) as in Protected Areas (1.80 times expected representation), but Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty are merely average in their representation of carbon storage. In addition, 41 of the 70 species not present within Protected Areas (which contain 236 of the BAP species) occur in Protected Landscapes, indicating that Protected Landscapes complement Protected Areas. Protected Landscapes and other forms of restrictive zoning may thus play an important role in providing the type of...
supplementary protection for biodiversity outside Protected Areas that is required if biodiversity is to be maintained within human-dominated landscapes (Maiorano et al. 2008). Protected Landscapes are more reflective of England in terms of overall land cover than Protected Areas, but still have a considerably lower proportion of their area covered by cropland and urbanization and a higher proportion of area covered by heather moorland, wetland and forests than England as a whole (table S5 in the electronic supplementary material). This is reflected in the under-representation of agricultural production within Protected Landscapes, though this is much less pronounced than within Protected Areas. Recreation is again under-represented (table 2), despite the fact that public appreciation of these landscapes was a major motivation in their designation (Natural England 2008).

Incentive payments to farmers under the CSS are scattered relatively evenly across farmland throughout England (figure 1). At first glance, these areas appear to be a representative selection of England as a whole in terms of biodiversity, carbon storage and agricultural production, all three of which have values close to one (table 2). However, areas within the CSS actually have a higher proportion of their area covered by crops (45%) than England (36%), and much less roads and urban development (3% of the area versus 10% of England); all other land cover types are present in similar proportions to England (table S5 in the electronic supplementary material). This suggests that cropland within the CSS is less productive per unit area. It is difficult to say if this is due to wildlife-friendly farming practices per se or simply because farmers generally enrol less productive areas into the CSS. In addition, recreational benefits are even more under-represented within areas in the CSS than within Protected Areas or Protected Landscapes (table 2). A new incentive payment scheme, the HLS, was introduced in 2005 (Smallshire et al. 2004). While not yet fully deployed, this new scheme may prove more effective than the CSS in representing biodiversity. The first locations included in the HLS contain 1.70 times the level of biodiversity expected for their area (table S7 in the electronic supplementary material). This provides the first evidence that this new incentive payment strategy may be fulfilling its policy objectives (provided that the first-established locations are representative of those that will follow), albeit at a cost in agricultural production (0.89 times expected representation).

The extent to which the relationships documented are causal is important to future decisions about land management designations. Representation of carbon and agricultural production was not driven by the management type per se, but rather by land cover type—as discussed earlier—and by altitude. The two strategies that are disproportionately distributed in the uplands (mean elevation of Protected Areas is 222 m; National Parks is 266 m; England overall is 106 m) represent carbon storage well, but agriculture poorly; Protected Areas are biased towards upland areas in much of the world (Loucks et al. 2008). By contrast, the CSS Agri-environment Scheme and the AONB system of Protected Landscapes, which have greater coverage in the lowlands (average elevation 121 and 150 m, respectively), provide approximately average representation of both carbon storage and agriculture. Recreation was under-represented by all conservation strategies, probably because a main driver of use of the countryside for recreation is human population density. Population density is twice as high in the vicinity (within 17.3 km) of visits to the wider countryside as it is in the vicinity of visits to areas currently enjoying protection under the three different conservation strategies (609 ± 9.10 s.d. inhabitants km−2 outside and 305 ± 9.11 s.d. inhabitants km−2 within conservation areas $t = 19.4, n = 6279, P \sim 0$). Finally, it is difficult to say whether the high representation of biodiversity achieved by the Protected Areas and Protected Landscapes is causal. These areas might have high representation even without designation, simply due to their being in areas of England that are poorly suited to intensive agricultural production (see Gaston et al. 2008 for a review of this issue). It is, however, clear from earlier work (Jackson & Gaston 2008b) that over half of the BAP (species of conservation concern) species are mostly or entirely present within Protected Areas, with our results showing that Protected Landscapes provide protection for a further subset of these species.

While the level of detail presented here represents an improvement on previous large-scale work on ecosystem services (Costanza et al. 1997; Chan et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2007; Egoh et al. 2008; Naiddoo et al. 2008), our study is still constrained by the limited availability of data on ecosystem services; this remains a major obstacle to the understanding and protection of these vital resources (Naiddoo et al. 2008). In particular, the mismatch between the ward-level resolution of the agricultural production layer (mean area 1912 ha) and average size of Agri-environment Scheme parcels (mean area 134 ha) or Protected Areas (93% less than 1 ha in size) may have led to overestimates of agricultural production in these areas. This is because the estimate of agricultural production for parcels was based on the average production within each ward; if most of a ward was not within a conservation strategy but intensively farmed, then estimates for any conservation strategy within the ward would have been too high. This may also have been an issue for carbon storage (100 ha resolution), though here an underestimate of carbon storage in very small parcels of woodland within agricultural land is more likely to have occurred than any overestimation. Such bias is likely to have had little effect on the overall pattern of the distribution of carbon storage, though, as most English carbon is found in soils and not vegetation (Milne & Brown 1997). In addition, we quantify only the current representation of ecosystem services by existing conservation strategies, not their long-term protection. Time-series data would be needed to determine their effectiveness in ensuring long-term protection of ecosystem services, but are unavailable at the scale of this analysis; acquiring such data should clearly also be a future research objective in the evaluation of ecosystem service provision. Finally, ecosystem services other than the four we consider here may have very different distributions and hence representation by English conservation strategies. For example, the areas most important for carbon sequestration may not be the peat of the uplands, where most carbon is stored in England, as soil carbon may be declining in England and Wales (Bellamy et al. 2005). The distribution of pollination services, on the other hand, could be linked to the juxtaposition of semi-natural habitats with...
large amounts of animal-pollinated crops (Ricketts et al. 2008) (e.g. the apple orchards of Kent in the southeast of England).

Notwithstanding the above caveats, these findings have wide-ranging policy implications because they provide the first illustration of how well conservation strategies in human-dominated landscapes represent biodiversity and three other key ecosystem services. Our results indicate that achieving both high agricultural production and biodiversity is difficult within a single land management system, indicating that some ‘land sparing’ (Green et al. 2005) is necessary to achieve biodiversity targets. We show that protected areas and restrictive zoning within a human-dominated landscape are, like large wilderness areas, effective in achieving carbon storage goals (see Xue & Tisdell 2001 and Naiddoo & Ricketts 2006 for examples of the latter). However, recent modelling work on biodiversity and carbon sequestration trade-offs (Nelson et al. 2008) in the human-dominated Willamette Basin of Oregon suggests that the ‘win–win’ biodiversity/carbon storage scenario we observed will not always be possible. Clearly, more work is needed to establish under what circumstances (if any) general patterns exist in the correlations between ecosystem services and conservation investments.

Our finding that recreation was under-represented by all conservation strategies contradicts earlier work that suggested that future conservation strategies optimized for biodiversity will also provide good coverage of recreation (Chan et al. 2006). This discrepancy is perhaps due to differences in methods—recreation was previously estimated from proxies (Chan et al. 2006) while we had representative sampling of rural recreation for the population of England as a whole. We show that conservation investments near urban areas are most valuable for providing opportunities for rural recreation, a result that is probably true worldwide (Hörnsten & Fredman 2000). Representation of recreation is high in Protected Landscapes near large urban centres (e.g. the New Forest and Peak District National Parks have 1.8 and 1.3 times expected representation, respectively), suggesting that recreation visitors would probably visit such areas more often were they closer to home.

Our findings also raise some interesting avenues for future work. For one, optimization of conservation strategies for multiple ecosystem services (e.g. Chan et al. 2006) is possible. We did not include such analyses here as our goal was to assess the performance of existing conservation strategies in maintaining ecosystem services. The policy relevance of optimizations may be limited in the English context in any case, as the relevant authority for conservation (Natural England) currently has no mandate to conserve ecosystem services. Natural England thus cannot legally disinvest in any of the existing conservation infrastructure and shift resources to areas with high levels of multiple ecosystem services (Nature Conservancy Council 1989; Stroud et al. 2001; McLeod et al. 2005). Incorporating landscape connectivity measures into the assessment of the representation of biodiversity (e.g. Moilanen et al. 2005) and human responses to changes in conservation policy (e.g. Armsworth et al. 2006) would also be very interesting, but is beyond the scope of this study. Finally, finer-scale, more mechanistic analyses of which land cover types provide the four ecosystem services considered here would be very useful. Again, this is beyond the scope of this study, partially as such data are still largely lacking, but mainly as our goal here was to examine the national-scale performance of these three conservation strategies for England, as such assessments are particularly relevant to shaping government policy (e.g. National Audit Office 2008).

In summary, our findings raise three key points with global implications. (i) Past investments in conservation within human-dominated landscapes can, like those in wilderness areas, provide both key ecosystem service and biodiversity benefits. (ii) Relying on a portfolio of contrasting conservation strategies offers greater protection to biodiversity and other ecosystem services than relying on any one approach. But ultimately, (iii) there are limits to the multifunctionality of landscapes with some trade-offs (biodiversity and agricultural productivity) being inevitable, and some services (recreation) currently falling through the policy cracks.
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